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State Route-240 Lane Restrictions Planned for Water Follies Weekend

**Tri-Cities** – Lane restrictions will be in place westbound State Route-240 at the entrance to Columbia Park on both Saturday and Sunday during Water Follies weekend. The westbound exit ramp to Edison will be closed from 3pm until approximately 6pm during the weekend in order to allow traffic to exit the park at the conclusion of the day’s events.

Vehicles will not be allowed to stop on the shoulders of SR 240 for the purpose of dropping off or picking up spectators, viewing the races, or air shows.

Ben-Franklin Transit will have shuttle buses available to transport spectators to and from the event to various pick-up locations for a minimal fee. Pedestrians can be picked up at the designated pick-up/drop-off point in Columbia Park near the will-call trailer.

For additional information regarding transit drop-off and pick-up points, the public is asked to contact Ben-Franklin Transit. Please refer to their web site for additional information (https://www.bft.org/waterfollies).
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